Theoretical study of photodetachment spectroscopy of hydrogenated boron cluster anion H2B7- and its deuterated isotopomer.
Photodetachment spectroscopy of H2B7- and its deuterated isotopomer probing the energetically low-lying electronic states of the respective neutral cluster is theoretically investigated in this paper. The theoretical methodology is based on detailed quantum chemistry calculations of electronic state energies, construction of a vibronic coupling model in the diabatic electronic basis, and nuclear dynamics calculations from first principles using time-dependent and time-independent quantum mechanical methods. The theoretical model consists of five coupled electronic states and fifteen vibrational modes. Several reduced dimensional calculations are performed to identify the relevant vibrational modes contributing to the vibronic structure of electronic bands and the impact of non-adiabatic coupling on them. The low-energy part of the spectrum of both H2B7 and its deuterated analogue is assigned by examining the vibronic wavefunctions and the results are compared with the experimental findings. The nonadiabatic decay dynamics of the electronic excited states of the neutral clusters is examined at length.